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ABSTRACT 
 

 In industrial areas, the pollution for heavy metals is a common reality, and estuarine 
regions are the most affected of all. Once reaching the rivers waters, these metals can easily 
settle in mangrove sediments, compromising its fauna and flora. However, there are no studies 
relating this kind of environmental impact at the molecular level of Ucides cordatus. This study 
has the aim of utilizing the techniques of Random Amplified Polymorphic DNA (RAPD) as a 
tentative to detect differences on genetic diversity of the uçá-crab (Ucides cordatus), collected 
on three brazilian mangroves (Juréia, Cubatão and São Vicente), evaluating also Cd, Pb, Cu, 
Cr and Hg concentrations, present in sediment and water samples. Through heavy metals 
analysis, Juréia showed the smallest levels, followed by Cubatão, with São Vicente showing the 
highest levels. Similarly, molecular analysis using Nei's Genetic Distance and Nei & Li’s 
Coefficient (by Unweighted Pair-Group Arithmetic Average - UPGMA) showed biggest similarity 
between Juréia and Cubatão, with São Vicente in a different cluster. The results obtained with 
the current study suggest that RAPD is an important tool on the investigation of heavy metals 
effects above organisms, although it’s important to emphasize that genetic diversity may be 
influenced by several factors beyond exposition to contamination itself.     
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INTRODUCTION 
 

The mangroves are characterized by intense recycling of nutrients, providing 
natural nursery for many species of fish and crustaceans, as well as an ideal backdrop 
for food and nesting of birds (VANNUCCI, 2001). Biodiversity in mangrove is reduced 
because its species should have morphological and physiological adaptations to 
survive with expressive changes in salinity, with anaerobiosis and the low stability of 
the sediment. Among the crustaceans in mangrove, there are several species of crabs, 
swimming-crabs, prawns/shrimps, and some hermit-crabs (GOLLEY et al., 1962). 

Ucides cordatus (Linnaeus, 1763) (Figura 1) is a brachyuran widely distributed 
in mangroves of the Western Atlantic, between latitudes 25ºN e 27ºS (MELO, 1996), 
building their galleries in the sediment and feeding from available senescent leaves 
and propagules present on substract. Mangroves’ litter is crab-processed or directly 
decomposed by bacteria and fungi (HOGARTH, 1999). In Brazil, the uçá-crab (Ucides 
cordatus) represents the largest biomass and ranks second in the energy flow of the 
mangroves (KOCH, 1999), and 68% of the total intake returns to the sediment as 
particulate organic matter, maximizing in up to 70% the efficiency of bacterial action 
(BEGON et al., 1996). Therefore, this species is important as a source of food and 
subsistence to coastal communities (ALVES & NISHIDA, 2003), taking part on the cycling 
of carbon. 
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Figure 1 - Male of the mangrove crab, Ucides cordatus (Linnaeus, 1763). ©Marcelo Pinheiro  

 
The Metropolitan Region of Baixada Santista (MRBS) includes nine 

municipalities in the central coast of São Paulo State, Brazil, with around 1.7 million 
inhabitants, and significant pressure on coastal ecosystems (OLIVEIRA et al., 2008). 
This region has a large number of people living in dwellings built precariously on the 
banks of rivers and estuaries (AGEM, 2005), causing the destruction and deterioration 
of mangroves by the accumulation of garbage/waste, as well as the commercialization 
of their woods, installation of aquaculture ponds, and intense property speculation 
(MACINTOSH & ASHTON, 2002; ELLISON, 2008). The RMBS has also been highlighted by 
an expressive Industrial Pole in Cubatão Municipality (29 industries) and the largest 
Brazilian port region, in Santos Municipality. Such conditions promote situations of 
imminent risk by contact with toxic waste, which may affect the species either in a 
direct or indirect form (DE WOLF et al., 2004). 

Several studies relate the pollution effects on vegetation ((SILVA et al., 1990; 
KLEKOWSKI et al., 1994) and carcinofauna (MACKEY & HODGKINSON, 1996; HARRIS & 
SANTOS, 2000; GRECO et al., 2001; DE WOLF et al., 2001; VALDOVINOS & ZÚÑIGA, 2002), 
but only a few of them use molecular techniques to evaluate impacts on fauna, 
particularly in marine and estuarine ecosystems. Molecular tools such as Polymerase 
Chain Reaction (PCR) and Random Amplified Polymorphic DNA (RAPD) can be 
applied in the zoological taxa discrimination by analysis of the pattern of bands in 
samples (KLINBUNGA et al., 2000; ALI et al., 2004; NGUYEN et al., 2005). The RAPD 
technique may also be used in ecotoxicology studies by quantification of alleles 
(bands) and analysis of their addition / loss due to mutation, inversion, deletion or 
chromosomal rearrangement (DE WOLF et al., 2004).  

The use of molecular techniques to evaluate the heavy metals effects on 
populations of U. cordatus has a great importance to ensure species continuity, mainly 
due to its low rate of annual growth (PINHEIRO et al., 2005). This study also increases 
the knowledge about the species, supplementing data previously obtained (PINHEIRO & 
FISCARELLI, 2001; FISCARELLI & PINHEIRO, 2002; HATTORI & PINHEIRO, 2003; PINHEIRO et 
al., 2003; PINHEIRO & HATTORI, 2003; DALABONA et al., 2005; PINHEIRO et al., 2005; 
PINHEIRO & HATTORI, 2006; e SANT’ANNA et al., 2007). 
 
 
OBJETIVE 
 

This study had the aim of seeking for differences on genetic diversity of the uçá-
crab (Ucides cordatus), collected on three Brazilian mangroves (Juréia, Cubatão and 
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São Vicente), utilizing the techniques of Random Amplified Polymorphic DNA (RAPD), 
and based on Cd, Pb, Cu, Cr, Hg concentrations,  present in sediment and water 
samples. The improvement on the knowledge of Ucides cordatus’ bioecology is crucial, 
for this is an overexploited species, of great commercial importance and low growth 
rates.  
 
 
MATERIAL AND METHODS 
Areas of study – Data were collected in three mangrove areas (Figure 2), presumably 
different in relation to environmental impact, namely: 1) Juréia mangrove, located in the 
“Mosaic of Conservation Units of Juréia-Itatins”, near Barra do Una (24°26’0,3’’S - 
47°04’61,4’’W), with environmental conservation gua ranteed by law (GOVERNO DO 
ESTADO DE SÃO PAULO, 2006); 2) São Vicente mangrove, located in Rio Branco 
(23°56’24,23’’S - 46°28’10’’W), in São Vicente Muni cipality, which has 11 industrial 
pollution sources (CESTEB, 2007), with 323,600 inhabitants (IBGE , 2007), and 
considered with intermediary impact position between the Cubatão and Juréia 
mangrove areas; and 3) Cubatão mangrove, located in the channel of the Paulista 
Steel Company (COSIPA) to the bottom of this industry, close to Morrões River 
(23°52’51,19’’S - 46°22’25,26’’W), in Cubatão Munic ipality, with 120,270 inhabitants 
(IBGE , 2007) and one of the largest industrial centers in Brazil (29 industries), where 
are produced fertilizers, steel and chemical compounds (CETESB, 2007). The intense 
industrial activity in Cubatão was subject to major global environmental discussions, 
around 1980, due to significant records of several diseases among inhabitants, most of 
them linked to genetic mutations. 
 

           
Figure 2 - Pictures of the three mangrove areas in State of São Paulo, Brazil, with the portion of 
São Paulo’s littoral which includes them (A) and mangroves in Cubatão (B), Juréia (C) e São 
Vicente (D). Source: Sattelite Images of São Paulo State, of Empresa Brasileira de Pesquisa Agropecuária – 
EMBRAPA, and Google Earth. 
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Heavy Metals – In each mangrove area were collected three replicas of sediment in 
each four depths (surface, 15, 30 and 45cm) and water samples (river bank to 
mangrove’s “apicum”). The samples were analyzed in CEATOX - UNESP / Botucatu, 
with determination of Cd, Pb, Cu, Cr and Hg by means of a wet mineralization with 
HNO3 65% (BASSET et al., 1981) and identification by Atomic Absorption 
Spectrophotometry (GBC - 932 AA) (ATHANASOPOULOS, 1994). The levels of heavy 
metals in the sediment (MP) were analyzed based on Canadian values guide 
(threshold effect levels – TEL; and probable effect levels - PEL), showing: 1) absence 
of adverse effects on biota (MP<TEL); 2) possible adverse effects (TEL<MP<PEL); or 
3) probable adverse effects (MP>PEL) (EASTSIDE ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT: 
SEDIMENT QUALITY, 2007). In Brazil the guide values related to water are determined by 
CONAMA Resolution n° 357/05 (see Table I). The resu lts for concentrations of heavy 
metals were submitted to analysis of variance (one or two ways) or the T-Student test, 
using the softwares Statistica v.6.0 and BioEstat v.5.0 (AYRES et al., 2007). 

 
 

Table I: Reference values for the sediment (Eastside Environmental Statement: Sediment 
Quality, 2007) and the brackish water (Resolution CONAMA n° 357/05). 

HEAVY 
METALS 

SEDIMENT 
(mg.kg -1) 

BRACKISH WATER 
(mg.L -1) 

TEL PEL 
 JURÉIA 

Class I  
SÃO VICENTE 

Class II 
CUBATÃO 
Class III * 

Cd 0,7 4,2  0,005 0,04 - 
Pb 30,2 112  0,01 0,210 - 
Cu 18,7 108  0,005 0,0078 - 
Cr 52,3 160  0,05 1,1 - 
Hg 0,13 0,77  0,0002 1,8 - 

(*) There are no established values for the Class III by Resolution CONAMA n° 357/05. 

 
Capture of animals and acquisition of genetic mater ial – In each mangrove area 
were manually collected 15 specimens of U. cordatus with cephalothoracic width (CW) 
greater than 6cm in regard to IBAMA Law n° 52/2003.  In laboratory about 1cm3 of 
muscular tissue from the cephalotorax was extracted from each animal, being placed in 
Eppendorf tubes (2mL) with absolute ethanol, and frozen (-20°C) for later molecular 
analysis. 
 
DNA extraction and RAPD technique – Muscle samples from 15 specimens to each 
area were submitted to the protocol for extraction of genomic DNA described by 
SAMBROOK et al. (1989). For the technique of RAPD 21 primers of the Operon kit were 
tested, seven of which resulted in better amplification (OPE12, OPE14, OPE15, 
OPE18, OPG5, OPI7 and OPJ9). 

Based on the Gel analysis binary numeric matrices were built (0, absent; 1, 
presence), and measurement of the distance migrated by fragments (mm) was 
converted to size in base pairs utilizing the software “Fragment Size Calculator” 
(available on site www.basic.northwestern.edu). 

The matrices obtained were subjected to the algorithm of Nei & Li distance, for 
the construction of a dendrogram, using the software Free Tree v 0.9.1.50 (PAVLICEK & 
FLEGR, 2001), with the choice of the Unweighted Pair-Group Method based on 
arithmetic average (UPGMA). Bootstrapping was used as resampling method, with 400 
replications, and binary matrices were once more analyzed in order to determine the 
genetic distances between populations (GST) (NEI, 1972) utilizing the software 
PopGene v.1.32. (YEH et al., 1999). 

To confirm possible genetic differences in the number of loci amplified for each 
oligonucleotides an analysis of variance (ANOVA) was applied, using the software 
BioEstat v.5.0 (AYRES et al., 2007). 
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RESULTS 
 
Heavy metals – All data of heavy metals concentrations in sediment (Table II) were 
lower than the TEL and PEL guide values, indicating absence of adverse biological 
effect on evaluated mangrove areas. 

 
Table II: Averages of the hevay metals concentrations on sediment samples in each mangrove 

area, for the surface, 15, 30 and 45cm. 

MAGROVE AREA 
DEPTH 

(cm) 

HEAVY METALS CONCENTRATIONS  
(mg.kg -1) 

Cu Cd Cr Pb Hg 

JURÉIA 

Surface 1,92 0,053 3,17 4,56 <0,1 

15 1,30 0,046 3,08 3,19 <0,1 
30 3,19 0,043 2,14 8,35 <0,1 

45 5,17 0,057 4,37 3,97 <0,1 

CUBATÃO 

Surface 3,81 0,063 6,38 5,33 <0,1 

15 4,01 0,077 6,91 6,18 <0,1 
30 3,78 0,063 7,47 5,41 <0,1 

45 2,81 0,057 5,24 3,86 <0,1 

SÃO VICENTE 

Surface 5,81 0,100 7,07 10,30 <0,1 
15 5,35 0,060 6,00 5,93 * <0,1 
30 4,32 0,087 5,26 10,04 <0,1 
45 5,29 0,080 7,72 10,61 <0,1 

(*) Despite the fact that three samples were used for each depth, the average for lead was calculated with basis in 
just two samples, once the third one had lconcentratons of Pb below the levels that the technics employed were 
able to detect.  

 
The method used to evaluate heavy metals in water samples was not very 

sensitive to classify whether the concentrations of Hg, Pb, Cu and Cd from Juréia’s 
samples (class I) were within the limits allowed by law, and it was possible to measure 
only the levels of Cr, which were within the limits allowed (Table III). 

 
Table III: Average of theheavy metals concentrations on the water samples in each mangrove 

area. 

MANGROVE AREA  
HEAVY METALS CONCENTRATIONS  

(mg.L -1) 
Cu Cd Cr Pb Hg 

JURÉIA <0,05 <0,01 <0,05 <0,125 <0,1 
CUBATÃO <0,05 <0,01 <0,05 0,150 <0,1 

SÃO VICENTE <0,05 <0,01 <0,05 0,178 0,44 

 
For São Vicente area (class II) the concentration of Hg was 240 times above 

the permitted by law, and lower for Cd, Pb and Cr, while it was not possible to detect 
concentrations <0.05 mg.L-1 for copper. To Cubatão area (class III) there are not guide 
values set by law. 
 
Analysis of Molecular Genetic Markers – The seven tested primers amplified an 
average of seven loci and did not differ significantly between mangrove areas 
(F=0.049, p>0.05) or for each ones (F=0.785, p>0.05) (Figure 3). 
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Figure 3 - Gel obtained from the reaction utilizing the oligonucleotide OPE12 for all samples 
obtained to Ucides cordatus from Juréia, Cubatão and São Vicente mangroves (n=15/each). On 

the left of the superior and inferior sets, is the molecular marker DNA Ladder 1kb. 
  

The original measures of genetic distance of NEI (1972) based on data supplied 
by seven primers revealed genetic differences between Juréia-São Vicente and 
Cubatão-São Vicente, but not between Juréia-Cubatão (Table IV and Figure 4).  

 
Table IV: Original measures of Nei’s genetic distance (1972) 

POPULATION JURÉIA CUBATÃO SÃO VICENTE 

JURÉIA - 0,953 0,904 

CUBATÃO 0,048 - 0,915 

SÃO VICENTE 0,101 0,089 - 

 

 

Figure 4 - Dendogram of the original measures of Nei’s genetic distance (1972).  

 
The analysis of binary matrices allowed the construction of a dendrogram, 

based on the data obtained with the seven primers, resulting in three major groups, 
corresponding to the areas of mangrove analyzed, showing a greater relationship 
between Juréia and Cubatão samples (Figure 5). 
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Figure 5 - Dendogram built based on Nei & Li’s coefficient, with focus on the three main 
clusters representing the samples of the Ucides cordatus in mangrove areas studied (SV = São 

Vicente; C = Cubatão; J = Juréia).  

 
DISCUSSION 
 

The concentrations of heavy metals in sediment were below the Canadian 
guidelines (TEL and PEL), indicating no biological risks to biota in mangrove areas 
investigated. The low levels of heavy metals (<TEL) to the Juréia mangrove (J) 
confirmed the initial hypothesis of its conservation. The results confirmed that São 
Vicente (SV) and Cubatão areas (C) were more polluted than Juréia. However, the 
statistical data indicates a rise in pollution levels on the areas as follows: SV>C>J, 
contradicting the initial hypothesis of Cubatão as the most polluted place. 

Extremely low heavy metals levels were detected in all areas, except for 
mercury in São Vicente, where the concentration exceeded 240 times the limit 
permitted by law. The water samples also confirmed significant differences between 
areas of study, with higher levels of heavy metals in São Vicente than Cubatão and the 
lowest levels in Juréia. This fact indicates the need for searching for and monitoring 
potential pollution sources in the Branco river region, in São Vicente Municipality.  

It is known that the “Program for the Control of Environmental Pollution” started 
in Cubatão Municipality at July 1983, resulted in control of 98.8% of the reported 
pollution sources with reduction of 92.5% of the pollutants released in water bodies 
(CETESB, 2003). The results obtained showed success, at least with regard to the 
release of toxic effluents into Cubatão water bodies (eg., cadmium, lead, copper and 
mercury). 

Studies that confront the accumulation of heavy metals in plants and animals 
are uncommon. MACHADO et al. (2002) investigated the bioaccumulation of some 
heavy metals in leaves of Laguncularia racemosa at Guanabara Bay (RJ) mangroves, 
demonstrating a greater transfer of Cu, Mn and Ni of the sediment to the leaves. 
However, data from CETESB (2001) to the estuary of São Vicente indicate that 
concentrations of Cd, Pb, Cu, Cr and Hg for U. cordatus were always lower than 
established for human consumption. 

The continuous exposure of animals to toxic compounds usually results in 
reduced genetic variability (NADIG et al., 1998; MA et al., 2000; ROSS et al., 2002), 
verified in this study with 28.6 % of the primers tested (OPE12 and OPG5) with a 
smaller number of fragments generated for samples of São Vicente, where occurred 
the highest concentrations of heavy metals. 
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The results from the original measures of genetic distance from NEI (1972) 
confirmed the data obtained for heavy metals concentrations in sediment and water 
samples. Thus, significant differences were demonstrated between Juréia-São Vicente 
and Cubatão-São Vicente, but not between Juréia-Cubatão, with São Vicente samples 
grouped in a different branch of the dendrogram generated. Although the results of 
good conservation of the Cubatão mangrove may be due to the “Program for the 
Control of Environmental Pollution”, it is unlikely that this time was sufficient for the 
recovery of genetic diversity of the population of U. cordatus. Therefore, it is supposed 
that the mangrove sampled in Cubatão might act as a source of heavy metals, 
retaining these materials for a short time, with their resuspension, transport and 
deposition in other estuaries below the estuary, with different edaphic features. The 
mangroves of São Vicente have several impacts, including possible contamination by 
CIEL, an industry located near the outfall of Branco River, which handles the COSIPA 
slag. The São Vicente Municipality also have places where the contaminated industrial 
wastes of RHODIA were deposited irregularly, that directly influence the region of 
Branco River, which, moreover, also receives the drainage of domestic sewage, heavy 
metals, cyanide and other phenolic compounds (CETESB, 2001). 

The maintenance of genetic diversity of the U. cordatus population in Cubatão 
is possibly due either to the absence of direct effects of the tosics or because perhaps 
the exposure time (26 years) was not enough to affect the genetic diversity. However, 
we can not discard the hypothesis of a recovery of their genetic variability, through 
processes such as gene flow, genetic drift, inbreeding, population density and 
complexity of habitat, natural selection and mutation (NEI et al., 1975; THEODORAKIS & 
SHUGART, 1997). A more refined analysis, combining the results of RAPD to other 
molecular methods, like analysis of gene expression and measures of tissue 
bioaccumulation, for instance, enable greater safety in the comparison between 
populations from contaminated and reference areas, particularly when the intention is 
to determine relationships of cause/effect or to inferr on the success of remedying 
measures (MA et al., 2000; ROSS et al., 2002). 
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